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Cell culture chamber 


















Figure 4: (a) A single static pattern produced using the G&M Model in the gradient maker 
bioreactor (figure 5a); (b) a periodic pattern, as described by G&M, produced in the gradient 
























Figure 6: (a) Cell luminosity in static conditions as function of exposure time, (b) HUVEC cell 
luminosity in dynamic conditions across the GM cell chamber, (c) Fluorescent intensity of DAPI 

































Figure 7: Propidium iodide staining of undifferentiated C2C12 cells in the cell treatment area in 










































Figure 8: (a) Concentration profile across the chamber after 6 hours exposure to lidocaine. The 
graph was obtained by fitting the processed data to the concentration profile, as calculated by the 
FEM model. (b) Brightness as function of lidocaine concentration. 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
